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Adhesives and sealants have been used 
in the RV industry since the first cara-
van was made, but have now become 

more important for construction bonding. 
Weight, construction, stability, water tight-
ness and lifespan can be improved by using 
sealants and adhesives that have been devel-
oped for this specific purpose. 
Walls, roofs and floors, etc, are glued, and 
new developments such as the Knaus Trav-
elino and Deseo Fibreframe project, are com-
pletely bonded together to achieve weight 
savings. 
Where one manufacturer likes to bond more, 
some others still prefer traditional construc-
tion methods using screws. There is some-
thing to be said for using both production 
methods, but one thing is for sure; both re-
quire their own specialized bonding, repair or 
sealing products. 
For example, European Caravan and Motor-
home companies use Dekalin products in var-
ious ways; some choose Dekalin for sealing 
roofs, service doors, parts mounted at side 
panels, protection of underbody, bonding 

PMMA windows, sound damping of motor 
covers and many other applications. In other 
countries, there is still much more potential 
to increase the use of Dekalin products. 

Made in The Netherlands
In order to seal a caravan or motorhome to 
be watertight, Dekalin has developed special 
adhesive sealants at its factory in Hapert in 
the Netherlands (Holland). Huge mixers and 
dissolvers are used to create specialized ad-
hesives and sealants from a large number 
of basic raw materials, some of which are a 
secret. 
Dekalin carries out its own laboratory tests 
to check each batch for the specific proper-
ties requested by its customers. These tests 
include: adhesion, tensile strength, and 
moisture resistance at various temperatures, 
‘spreadability’, UV-resistance, and simulat-
ed extreme weather conditions.  In cheaper 
products, money is often saved on the most 
expensive raw materials, but these will gen-
erally also exhibit lesser properties. 
Despite being a relatively small brand from 

How much do most of us actually know about the adhesives and sealants that are essential for keeping 
recreational vehicles together and watertight? Adhesives, sometimes only a few micrometers thin, 
create valuable weight savings compared to a series of screws. To learn more about adhesives and 
bonding, we visited Stefan Smits of the Dutch company Dekalin, which is  about to launch a 70 percent 
lighter sealant/adhesive for the caravanning industry. 

Keeping 
RVs together
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the Netherlands, Dekalin has been a very ac-
tive player in this important market segment 
(read more about this on page 34 in the 22 
issue of AboutCamp BtoB). The company is 
now growing steadily, because it can respond 
quickly and accurately to developments and 
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enquiries from the caravan industry. The en-
tire company is focused on delivering perfect 
results, quickly, and will keep this up, as it’s 
one of its most important selling points. 
Stefan Smits, Segment Manager Recreational 
Vehicles at Dekalin, who has a broad experi-
ence of the caravanning industry after eight 
years with the company, says: “Our strength 
is that we can respond quickly to market de-
mands. It is also important that we can be 
flexible in our deliveries. For example, if a 
company wants to apply our adhesive and 
sealant in a completely different colour, we 
can also quickly switch to provide that, as we 
did for Hobby caravans recently. We devel-
oped and delivered in the short notice that 
Hobby expected, having already checked the 
colour in our own laboratory and tested in 
production samples.”

Fast & environmentally friendly
The Dekasyl-range includes elastic adhesives, 
sealants for glass, metal and plastic, with the 
important properties of weather resistance, 
fast adhesion and being almost immediately 
paintable or workable. 
MS-Polymer (Modified Silane) occurs in all 
kinds of brands, compositions and applica-
tions. The paste is thick, rubbery and flexible, 
and adheres extremely well, so that a screw 
connection is no longer required. The bond-
ed connection this creates can only be sep-
arated again with great difficulty, and often 
not without causing additional damage. 
Stefan Smits said: “From analysis of the com-
petition, we know that all our products are 
better than many otheres used elsewhere in 
the world; nevertheless, we are constantly 
working on new developments. For example, 
we are working on even better adhesion, 
faster processing times and more environ-
mentally friendly products without solvents. 
This allows employees to work without pro-
tective measures such as gloves and extra 
ventilation. In this way, we contribute to a 

cleaner, healthy workplace, 
by constantly investigating 
whether we can use even few-
er solvents in our products.” 
“Our own laboratory plays an 
important role in this. They 
carry out extensive tests on 
properties such as adhesion, 

durability, colourfastness, etc. We also do this 
to assess parts supplied by producers. We 
then determine the minimum pre-treatment, 
such as degreasing or pre-treatment such as 
roughening,“ Stefan Smits continued. 
One of the new developments from Dekalin 
is the Dekasyl 260. 
“Dekasyl 260 is a two component elastic 
adhesive based MS Polymer used in applica-
tions where a fast curing- and handling time 
are required to save time in production. Our 
customers and the consumers using the car-
avan or motorhome will be happy as Dekasyl 
260 remains permanent elastic within tem-
peratures from –40°C till +90°C,“ said Stefan 
Smits. 
“The curing is independent from the air hu-
midity and is secured by a second component. 
It gives Dekasyl 260 a high green strength 
suitable for making elastic constructive joints. 
It works by placing two special component 
cartridges in a battery operated or pneumatic 
gun and pressing until both components are 
mixed and flowing evenly. Dekasyl 260 takes 
between 11 to 28 minutes to work, and can 
completely bond a motorhome roof in just 
two hours. The fast curing optimizes series 
production (just two hours drying time), it’s 
solvent-, isocyanate-, silicone and PVC-free, 
and has very good UV-resistance and ageing 
properties,” Smits added.

Lightweight sealing & bonding is now 
available
In response to the ever-increasing weight-sav-
ing measures in the motorhome and caravan 
industry, Dekalin has an even newer product 
– the Dekasyl MS-10.
“This very lightweight elastic sealant/adhe-
sive has been developed for the purpose of 
weight saving,” says Stefan Smits. “It is now 
in the test phase at various manufacturers. 
We expect a lot from this product, in the 
pursuit of lighter vehicles. Dekasyl MS-10 is 
70 percent lighter than all other products 

Dekalin is a prominent and successful brand in the specialized field 
of adhesions, coatings and sealants for more than 100 years. It all 
started with the production of an adhesive for the labels of canned 
food. This was the foundation for ‘Dekalin Deutsche Klebwerkstoffe’ 
in Hanau/Germany, back in the year 1907. First their product-port-
folio embraced several natural adhesives and after 1945 the compa-
ny adjusted their products to market demands, synthetic adhesives 
and coatings for industrial customers, especially the automotive and 
transportation  industry. Dekalin supplies a broad range of customers 
with anti-corrosion-, stone chip- and sound deadening coatings and 
an extensive range of adhesives and sealants for the transport sector, 
general- and building industry. Dekalin became part of the company 
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Diffutherm B.V. based in Bergeijk in the Netherlands. In 2014 Dif-
futherm B.V. moved to a complete new production facility to Hapert 
in the Netherlands. The high production capacity with opportunities 
for growth in a modern well equipped complex build on an area of 
26.000 square metres. Dekalin is, historically, a specialized brand 
focused on the OEM sector, with ISO certificates ISO 9001 and ISO 
14001. As a result, a varying range of OEM’s have approved many 
Dekalin products for their production processes.

Dekalin
Smaragdweg 50, 5527 LB Hapert, The Netherlands. 
Contact: Stefan.smits@dekalin.nl - www.dekalin.com

and can safe up to 3 kgs in weight on your 
average caravan or motorhome. When you 
consider that some manufacturers use five to 
seven 500 ml cartridges in each vehicle, this 
becomes an important weight saver. MS-10 
is therefore very suitable for making elastic 
joints to reduce weight, as well as many other 
applications, like elastic sealing and bonding 
in caravans and motorhome construction.” 
Dekasyl MS-10 lightweight sealant is a sol-
vent-, isocyanate- and PVC free, with very 
good UV-resistant and the best ageing prop-
erties. The good adhesion on several sub-
strates is in general possible without the use 
of a primer and gives permanent elasticity in 
temperatures from –40°C till +90°C. 
 
Dekalin Sealants
Many caravan and motorhome manufactur-
ers still use screws for important joints. This 
more traditional construction requires a seal-
ant that is permanently elastic, with its main 
function making the product water- and 
moisture-tight. These types of sealants are 
always used in combination with mechanical 
fasteners. 
Stefan Smits said: “This has the important ad-
vantage that all parts can be removed easily, 
without additional damage. These products 
remain flexible, and are usually P.I.B-based 
(PolyIsoButene as the product Dekaseal 
8936). P.I.B-based sealant can be removed by 
dabbing off with itself. Another huge benefit 
of this type of sealant is the very low vapour 
permeability , so provides the best barrier 
against water and moisture.” 
“The Butyl sealant Dekase-
al 1512 develops a skin 
and is paintable and 
processed with, for ex-
ample, a (sharp) plas-
tic spatula. Both types 
of sealants, which are 
otherwise very similar, 
can be used for seal-
ing sheet metal, service 
doors, water adapt-
ers, and in cable entry 
openings,” continued 
Stefan Smits.




